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Abstract—Due to the flexibility of online learning, it has grown in popularity over the years. However, online learning experiences high attrition rates and an increase of dissatisfaction among students. This dissatisfaction has been linked to the supports students receive for their learning. The goal of the current research is to develop a better understanding of how instructors can provide and facilitate better online learning support to increase student satisfaction. Five undergraduate students from a North American online university were interviewed to explore their perceptions around the effects of support on their relationship to their studies. Our research identified four main themes that influenced student levels of satisfaction which include: instructor service and support, student attitude, auxiliary support, and course design and setup. Overall, the findings revealed that the timeliness and consistent involvement of the instructor had a positive impact on student satisfaction.

Index Terms—Computer-supported learning, support tools, distance education, student support.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advancement of technology, learning has evolved from an informal environment, to a structured curriculum delivered in one physical location, to what is now known as distance learning. Distance learning originated in Canada in 1888 when students used correspondence to complete courses at Queen’s University [1]. When we talk about distance learning now, we are often referring to online learning. Recent trends suggest that online learning will only grow in popularity and that the hesitation by some to use it as a source of education stems from the lack of support provided by online institutions in the past [2]-[4].

Universities with a traditional face-to-face campus approach generally have the advantage of setting up offices where students may walk in if they need more support. On the other side of the spectrum, universities that specialize in online learning are generally bound to operate differently because of their limited modes of communication [5]. Online universities rely more on telecommunications and the Internet [6], thus often more readily equipping students to resolve problems without the in-person contact relied upon by traditional face-to-face institutions [5].

The faculty of a university also plays a vital role in a student’s experience [2], [5], [7]. Program development and offerings of online courses by postsecondary institutions increased steadily over the last two decades and are growing at a significantly higher rate than the traditional post-secondary course offerings [5]. The increase in online course offerings may have an impact on the time faculty have to provide attention to individual students.

With the increase in enrollment of students in online universities, understanding the importance of student satisfaction is critical. Currently, the growth of a diverse demographic at public universities and colleges has students demanding that instructors provide equally diverse learning opportunities and supports [3]. Many factors, such as learner autonomy and course structure, influence student satisfaction. However, support offered by the university instructors seems to have the greatest impact on student satisfaction and learning outcomes. For instance, Moore [8] argued that successful teaching at a distance depends on the institution and the instructor providing the appropriate opportunities for dialogue between teacher and learner. Online learning also requires similar varied opportunities for dialogue between teacher and learner. Umbach & Wawryzynski [9] and Yilmaz & Keser [6] emphasized similarly how instructors influence student satisfaction. They stated students feel supported and are more active participants in institutions where faculty engaged with them in and out of the classroom, placing a high priority on enriching educational experiences.

Determining the variables that influence positive and negative attitudes towards online learning allow researchers and administrators to be more informed around the strategies that enhance student satisfaction levels and overall program quality [2]: these considerations are key as the least satisfied students come from online universities. When students are dissatisfied with online learning and its associated characteristics, they report negative emotions, such as being stressed about their online experience [2]. Previous research [10]-[12] has suggested that the absence of social cues in online courses makes it more difficult for students to communicate with each other, compared to face-to-face courses. The dependency on face-to-face interaction may cause some students to struggle with online dialogue: often students are unfamiliar with the online learning environment and are unaware of appropriate online communication methods.

When possible, instructors within universities must ensure that learners are provided with the learning materials, direction and tools necessary to succeed [8]. These integral supports are necessary to help students to develop a stronger
sense of support and affiliation with their university. This sense of connectedness can have a positive impact on student motivation and satisfaction [7], [13]. Student satisfaction is linked to student enrollment and success, student retention, instructor involvement in online learning, and program development and quality [2].

When students are supported properly in an online learning setting, they report a more positive experience, and as a result they hold a higher regard for the learning tasks and the course content [2]. The purpose of this research study was to explore and compare the level of satisfaction of student support in two types of higher-learning environments: online and face-to-face. Specifically, the following research question was explored:

- How do students feel about the support provided to them in a face-to-face university and an online university?

For this study, satisfaction refers to the quality of a service or experience that is deemed adequate by the participant [2]. This study was conducted with students from one major North American University who had previous experiences of participating in a face-to-face and an online university. The study aimed to explore the students’ level of satisfaction with both online and face-to-face learning as well as the attitude of students towards both learning environments. Understanding student satisfaction within these environments will not only help instructors in course design, but will enable both face-to-face and online universities to better address students’ learning needs as well as contribute to making public tertiary education more accessible and inclusive.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

As the competition for employment in Canada continues to increase, the number of students enrolling in university will also increase [14]. Students continue to invest in post-secondary education hoping that their hard work and their time spent will afford them the skills, knowledge and abilities to better compete in the working world. Keeping this investment in mind, universities are exploring new ways to increase their attraction of prospective students to their institution. At the same time, universities must accommodate for the increase in demand for flexible study without compromising the quality of services and support offered to their students. This accommodation involves taking into consideration the following: “As the distance education field matures it is to be hoped that greater attention will be paid to variables besides the communication media, especially the design of courses and the selection and training of instructors and the learning styles of students” [8]. The term distance education field can be replaced with the term online learning field in the quotation above. Student satisfaction is an important area of discussion related to the maturation process of the online learning environment. The effort placed on improving student satisfaction is in the best interests of both the online learning and traditional face-to-face institutions. The lack of satisfaction may have considerable repercussions: student attrition, hesitation to enroll in future programs and an overall lack of student participation [15].

Although many factors influence student satisfaction, support offered by the university faculty may have the greatest impact. In online universities, the transactional distance, which relates to cognitive space between instructors and learners in an educational setting, has a great impact on the student [2]. Umbach & Wawryznski [9] state that “institutions where faculty engage students in and out of the classroom and place a high priority on enriching educational experiences had students who felt supported and were active participants in their learning.” By determining which variables influence positive and negative attitudes towards online learning, researchers and administrators may become more informed regarding strategies to enhance student satisfaction levels and program quality [2]. More research on this topic would inform students about the possible advantages that certain university delivery methods have when compared to others. The literature reviewed highlights the areas of need and indicates possible problem areas for students. Definitely, a lack of knowledge may contribute to the hesitation of students’ willingness to try new forms of education such as online learning. Moore [8] noted that “when a program is highly structured and teacher-learner dialogue is non-existent the transactional distance between learners and teachers is high.” Adding to the importance of the students’ experience, Palmer [2] stated that when students were dissatisfied with online learning and its associated characteristics, they reported negative emotionality and stressed more about their online experience. Therefore, if the opposite paradigm is assumed, satisfied students come from online learning institutions with low levels of transactional distance, those which offer sufficient opportunities for useful dialogue and which encourage positive student experiences.

The Perception of Support. The term support refers to giving active help and encouragement [16]. Throughout the review of the literature, support in an educational context tends to manifest itself in a variety of different ways on a variety of different levels. Jacklin & Le Riche [17] note “sometimes the term ‘student support’ is used to refer to a very specific aspect of support.” In their example, a search of ‘student support’ using a reputable search engine brought up the area of financial support. In addition to financial support, support in a higher education context can relate to learner support from the faculty. The encompassing characteristic of the use of the term support is that the student tends to encounter a problem and needs help from the services provided by the university [2].

Student support also involves maintaining a level of student interest, and stimulating intrinsic motivation: “having planned or been given a curriculum, a program of content to be taught, course instructors must stimulate, or at least maintain, the student’s interest in what is to be taught, to motivate the student to learn, to enhance and maintain the learner’s interest, including self-motivation” [7]. This paradigm suggests that student support extends beyond the initial registration phase and class introduction. The trend that the student demographic will continue to grow in numbers and in diversity reiterates the fact that universities will need to be proactive and adaptable to their service [2], [14]. Tait [18] identifies a series of three main functions of support which include cognition (supporting learning), affection (ensuring a supportive environment) and systemic (ensuring effective administrative services). The effort and
delivery in these three areas are responsible for increasing the level of student satisfaction in both online and face-to-face universities, as well as for reducing transactional distance in learning institutions [7]. Jacklin & Le Riche [17] discuss the idea of including students in the responsibility of providing support to fellow students as a strategy to meet the increase demand and complexity for additional supports. The dependency on students to provide support would require models that could be easily reproduced year after year, class after class to ensure the support needs are met fairly. Under the right conditions, this addition of other supports aside from the instructors can meet student needs and avoid the addition of other costly resources, such as an extra course tutor. However, it is important to keep in mind that casual peer support cannot replace all instructional support, especially in cases where some students require specialized help for specific situations. The institution must ensure the provision to the learners of the learning materials, direction, and tools necessary to succeed [2]. Despite these specialized considerations of more targeted faculty interventions, Jacklin & Le Riche [17] insist that this paradigm shift where students become increasingly more involved in support can foster a culture able to fill the gap tutor, teacher and administrative support are unable to meet.

The Use of Support for Student Retention in Online Learning Universities. Palmer [2] observed the importance of satisfaction and linked student satisfaction intrinsically to student enrollment and success, student retention, faculty involvement in online learning, and program development and quality. Universities are continuously researching issues of student retention in order to reduce the dropout rate. The flexibility that online learning universities offer may contribute to a higher dropout rate among those types of universities [19], as some students may have the need for the structure [4] direction and dialogue found in the more traditional face-to-face universities. To support these online learners, Rovai’s [as cited in 19] posits that universities can influence student persistence. This counters the misconception that student determination is completely out of the control of the universities. To support students’ persistence and their success, universities could identify which students would benefit from greater support services and reduce their transactional distance [19]. Moore [8] discussed the role that dialogue plays in transactional distance, and subsequently student satisfaction. One way to reduce the transactional distance involves universities actively increasing dialogue before the beginning of the academic program, including providing students with a list of available university support services. Universities could then track and study the effectiveness of the use of these support services and identify which student support services have the greatest impact on improving student success and satisfaction within their program.

Nichols [19] noted that online learners are themselves more independent and may be under greater time restrictions. As such, they may not make the time to seek comprehensive support services which are offered to them. Because of the varying considerations around seeking and using support, it is important to discover and determine which type of services have the greatest impact, and which demographic will have the tendency to seek out administrative or instructor support services. Despite the need for increased attention to those who are more at-risk of dropout, students that are considered to be a low risk must also have support readily available should they need it.

In his study, Nichols [19] also emphasized that although student retention issues are vastly complex, the inclusion of support interventions – such as orientation courses, general messages of support and personal contact - attributed to an increase in student retention rates in the online learning program center at a Western university. In the study, he also found that students’ acknowledgement of the role support services played in their retention was low. This finding concerning student acknowledgement of support services increases the need for exploration to identify strategies to improve and strengthen student retention.

There are theories that explore strategies for findings ways to improve and strengthen student retention. Herzberg [19] described a two-factor theory suggesting the view of support services in online learning can be explained by assuming that a factor being absent has a different effect from that same thing being present. In this case, the factor is student support in online learning. If support services are not sufficient it may have a negative impact on the positivity of student behavior toward online learning [2]. However, if the support provided to students is adequate, they may be less likely to attribute this success to the actual support services received or utilized.

Support systems put in place that may not be as readily apparent might typically be under- appreciated in either setting. Without proper attention to the support systems that work and a concentrated effort toward understanding why they work, it is difficult to allocate further research or resources to improve them or introduce them to either face-to-face or online universities which are lacking their presence. This dichotomy highlights the increased need for the exploration of student perceptions of support services. Efficient student support services, both administrative and teacher faculty led, which are based on sound interventions will contribute positively to student retention and satisfaction [19]. The promotion of the success of interventions that have been proven to increase student support satisfaction may have the ability to increase the attraction of a university.

Difficulty Surveying Students Regarding Support. Most of the literature related to student satisfaction of their respective institutions is connected to the quality of instruction provided to them by the teaching faculty. This literature is more often than not used primarily by the teachers to improve the quality of teaching [20]. In a study by Beran et al. [20], students were surveyed regarding their level of satisfaction with support materials. The faculty felt that the data from the student responses regarding support materials were not convincing enough to change specific parts of their courses. Furthermore, knowledge of the ratings relating to the support materials were considered to be among the least useful to administrators. Such a reaction from the administrators and faculty can be associated with the traditional use of student ratings. For instance, student ratings tend more often to be used to identify quality of teaching, awards and recognition, faculty merit, promotion and tenure, but to not increase student support services [20]. The use of surveys should be tailored to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of support provided to students by teachers and the administration. The data could then provide a comprehensive outlook on the current climate of support offered to a student by universities, and its subsequent impact on student satisfaction and retention. Improvement in the areas of weaknesses discovered would provide universities with direction on how to increase the attractiveness and maybe the retention rates of their universities.

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Many theories have been developed to better understand students’ learning experience in online learning as it relates to the differences implicated in the use of the new environments, technologies and processes. This study employed the theory of Transactional Distance, which aims to describe the universe of the teacher-student relationship when these entities are divided by space and/or time [8]. The theory has been adopted in online learning to identify proper techniques to reduce student feelings of isolation and to increase the interactive nature of courses delivered at a distance [8]. In online learning, transactional distance relates to the psychological and the communication spaces to be crossed between instructors and learners in an educational setting [8], which is seen as having a great impact on the student [21].

For this study, the theory of Transactional Distance was adopted because it places instructional dialogue and program structure at the forefront of the conversation [22], and it provides an ideal framework to compare face-to-face and online university student support [23] with a smaller number of participants. More specifically, Transactional Distance explores both the learner’s autonomy and the learner’s ability to interact with the instructor and the course material. However, the theory does acknowledge that the teacher-student relationship in a pedagogical context can be influenced by factors outside of the aforementioned attributes of the theory. In relation to this research study, Transactional Distance provides a framework to further examine the supports beyond solely instructor that contribute to student satisfaction [8].

IV. METHODS, DATA SOURCES AND DATA ANALYSIS

Participants. The first author sent out a request for participants through his professional and social networks. Six individuals replied, but only five met the criteria of having studied at the undergraduate level at a face-to-face university prior to enrolling in an online undergraduate course at a Major North American University. The face-to-face university differed for all participants, but the Major North America University was the same. In all cases, the subject matter studied by the participants differed, ranging from nursing to computer science. Of the five participants, two were male and three were female. The ages of the participants ranged from twenty-six to twenty-seven. Participants were provided a consent form outlining the purpose and process of the study according to the guidelines of the first author’s university. They were then asked to sign a consent form.

Instrument. The instrument used in the study was a ten-question interview questionnaire. The process of interviewing was semi-structured and allowed for deeper exploration of information based on the nature of the responses. The interviews lasted between fifteen and thirty minutes. The interview questions focused on student perceptions on the support they received from their respective universities and how it affected their feelings of satisfaction. Examples of the interview questions included:

- What methods of communication did you use to seek support from your instructor at the face-to-face post-secondary institution?
- How would you describe your experience with these communication methods?
- How did your methods of communication with your online instructor differ from your face-to-face instructor?
- When comparing both methods of instruction, face-to-face and online, which method did you find supported you best as a student when you needed help? Why?

Responses from the five interviews allowed the researchers to identify and explore situational problems in the context of educational differences in the various methods of delivery [24]. For the face-to-face university, students learned through a combination of in-class lectures, group work, and assignments while participating in at least one online course. For the online university, a learning management system was used to provide students access to the instructor. This access included online communication methods such as e-mail, web conferencing, and discussion forums. Interviews were analyzed using grounded theory which encouraged the researcher to develop a theory derived from the data [25].

Data Analysis. Interviews were recorded using a digital recording device and then transcribed by the first author. The transcriptions of the interview were then subjected to coding. The coding procedure uncovered common responses and feelings that the students expressed in their interviews. The data coding provided a system to refine the extensive data from the transcripts in to smaller and meaningful units to create categories and derive concepts related to the purpose of the study [26]. This refinement took place with the identification and frequency counting of reoccurring terms. Relevant terms were coded using the words or phrases with the highest frequency in the transcripts.

Upon completion of the coding process, the codes were compiled in a spreadsheet. The codes were then analyzed in phases.

The first phase was an analysis and coding of the individual experience of a participant in both education delivery methods. The codes were separated by instructional delivery methods: face-to-face and online learning. The first author discovered that common codes were used for identical topics and issues, but were not necessarily accompanied by the same sentiment. For example, issues surrounding the presence of an education community were prevalent, but often a sentiment in one instructional delivery context differed from that in the other instructional delivery context. Consequently, single codes were then subdivided in to a positive or negative sentiment column depending on the context of its occurrence. This subdivision provided a better
description of the origin of the code and allowed the researcher to further understand the common experiences that the participants discussed.

The second phase of analysis separated the different experiences that students encountered within each method of educational delivery. The codes of the participants were drawn, and then separated into a face-to-face coding group and an online group. This allowed the researcher to set up for the instructional delivery method comparison. Codes that could be classified in the same category were grouped together under the same code to eliminate redundancy. The total number of negative and positive codes was compiled to further differentiate between the nature of the experience noted by the participant. The codes were also grouped into similar categories dependent upon nature of the issue and the sentiment. Each category was then given a name based on the overarching theme it touched on. In total, four thematic groups were identified: Instructor Service and Support, Student Attitude, Auxiliary Support, and Course Design and Setup.

The second analysis was followed by a comparison of what the literature has observed in terms of support and the keys to higher levels of student satisfaction: the purpose of the study. This comparison was examined with regards to adequate support for the education delivery methods relating to the four dominant thematic categories identified in the first analysis above. The literature furthered the validation of the researcher’s decision to classify and categorize the four main themes. Similar instances expressed by the participants were found throughout the described literature.

Finally, the last phase of analysis explored the variances of the level of student satisfaction between both educational delivery methods by comparing the similarities and differences of each. The coding, separation, analysis and synthesis of terms enabled the generation of overarching themes that encompassed common matters of all of the participants. Though not necessarily generalizable due to the low number of participants, the themes of the study encompassed common matters across all participants which illustrated the different supports students received and preferred in a face-to-face university and an online university.

V. RESULTS

Semi-structured interviews revealed four overarching themes of how students felt about the support provided in each university. These themes included: instructor service and support, student attitude, auxiliary support, and course design and setup.

Instructor service and support. The frequency of the positive instructor service and support codes was higher in the face-to-face university than the online university. According to participants, instructor service and support had a greater effect on their levels of satisfaction in the online university. Factors like instructor interest in their students and timely responses increased student levels of satisfaction, while students who experienced delayed responses and a lack of interest from their respective instructors reported lower levels of support satisfaction. For example, in one participant’s interview, they mentioned that they felt a high level of separation between themselves and the online institution when the attempt to obtain support took weeks to achieve. The instructor did not follow the agreed upon response timelines outlined at the beginning of the course. The level of separation this student experienced with their instructor could be described as a high level of transactional distance under Moore’s [8] definition. The participant stated that this high level of transactional distance contributed to their experience at the online university versus the negative one they experienced at their face-to-face university. As a result of this support experience, they decided to enroll in more online courses at the online university and avoid face-to-face universities when possible.

Student attitude. The effect of a student’s attitude towards an institution has been shown to have an impact on their desire to further their education. Participants, that attended the online university, reported negative emotions and high levels of stress because there were times they felt dissatisfied with the support they received. In one case, a participant returned to a face-to-face university to complete their education, feeling that the online university was unable to provide the timely support that they wanted and needed. Another participant expressed feelings of dissatisfaction with the online university but opted to continue due to the flexibility of the program.

Participant attitudes were affected by many factors in learning, especially when related to support. These factors included the ease of access of support, the cost of learning, as well as the experience that the participants faced during instruction. The manifestation of these factors had an impact on other factors around participant attitudes that included student experience, student motivation, and, finally, student attrition. When the factors that influenced participant attitudes were positive, the resulting attitudes of the participants were positive. When the factors that influenced participant were negative, participants reported negative emotions and attitudes toward their respective institutions and in two cases led to participants withdrawing from their respective institutions.

Auxiliary support. The student population and diversity will continue to grow and universities will need to be proactive and adaptive with their support services [2], [14]. Face-to-face universities provide some of the participants with an easy accessible community of peers for support, while other participants prefer anytime, anywhere discussion forums that the online university offers. The forums include information from current and previous cohorts of the same course. Jacklin & Le Riche [17] introduce the idea of including students in the responsibility of providing support to other fellow students to meet the increase demand and complexity of an online learning environment. They also insist that this paradigm shift, in which students become increasingly involved in support, will foster a culture that may fill the gaps that the instructor is unable to meet [17].
Two participants mentioned the role that discussion forums played in solving their questions throughout their online experience. In these situations, their peers provided the answers to their questions. To further Jacklin & Le Riche’s [17] point, two other participants discussed the importance of having a community of peers during their face-to-face courses and how the community increased the level of support they received and augmented their level of satisfaction overall.

This portion focuses on the differences in educational community and peer support among the different experiences had by participants. After reviewing the implications of auxiliary support in the transcripts, the support gaps that may be missing from an instructor can be closed by an institution’s administration and fellow student peers. Jacklin & Le Riche [17] disclose that students should become increasingly more involved in support in order to close the gaps for which a faculty does not have the time to attend. An increase in peer-support lead to an increase two participants’ sense of affiliation to the online. They felt that the online community positively attributed to support that allowed them to proceed without the necessity to contact their respective professors. The three other participants highlighted the importance of being a part of their respective face-to-face institutions and the absence of that feeling of belonging at the online university.

The administrations played important roles for two participants in the study. Involvement of administration was high for one participant in both face-to-face and online settings. Involvement of administration was high for another participant in online and face-to-face. This involvement of the administration helped both participants with the progression of their studies, contributed positively to their attitudes and reduced the work required by the students and their respective faculties to complete the courses.

Course design and setup. The environment and user experience of a course contribute to its level of attendance [19]. The inclusion of orientation sessions provided by the face-to-face university increased three participants’ levels of satisfaction. Participants in the online university appreciated the design and setup of the online course in which they were able to progress at their own rate and access support when needed via discussion forum. This idea is reflected when two participants attended courses in which the course designs allowed the participants to complete the required learning activities, access timely support and complete the assessments with ease independently of the live access of their professor. The participants had the autonomy to dictate when and how quickly they would work on the learning activities for the course, access asynchronous help online through the use of the discussion forums and complete the exams remotely with the help of invigilators in their respective cities. Nichols [19] also mentions that support systems put in place that may not seem apparent might typically be under-appreciated in either setting. This possibility was apparent in one participant’s interview as they seemed to only realize that various methods of support were put in place once they were highlighted by the interviewer. However, the online format is not ideal for all and left other participants feeling unsupported in situations where the user interface was difficult to navigate. Moore [8] mentions that the course design must stimulate, or at least maintain, the student’s interest in what is to be taught, motivate the student to learn, and enhance and maintain the learner’s interest. When one participant described their experience at the online university, they noted that the learning activities were designed without the use of several technologies which were available to online institutions. The design failed to include activities such as interactive online scenarios the student had noticed independently while using an outside resource for support with their computer programming course. This experience of the university using less than was readily available online contributed to a less satisfactory-level experience and a requirement for them to seek additional support. This additional support was a feature they were unable to receive in a timely or adequate manner from the instructor, perhaps they could have been provided with the use of more modern technology. Significantly, they later described the online learning experience as the “anti-online experience.”

VI. Conclusion

This study demonstrated that though some participants were more satisfied with the support they received from the instructors at the face-to-face university, the flexibility of online learning in terms of time and space more significantly influenced their decision to continue attending an online university. The theory of transactional distance was used to as a framework to study students’ perceptions of the support and their level of satisfaction.

There were several factors that influence students level of satisfaction with regards to support [7], the most important one discussed by the participants was the instructor’s desire to show interest in the learning outcomes of the students and dedicating their time to help students overcome obstacles that may limit their ability to reach these desired outcomes. These factors highlighted the importance of regular instructor-student dialogue in student learning. Acknowledging the differences between an online and a face-to-face university, and understanding the effects of these two delivery approaches may help institutions provide a better learning environment by identifying the levels of dialogue, course structures, and strategies that maximize student support and improve student satisfaction as a result of instructor involvement. Similar to other online platforms such as Facebook’s social media platform and Netflix’s video streaming service, customer, or in this case student, satisfaction remains an important area of discussion related to the maturation process of the online learning environment. The effort placed on improving student satisfaction is in the best interests of public educators as the lack of satisfaction may have considerable repercussions including student attrition, hesitation to enroll in future programs, and an overall lack of student participation in their educational institutions [19].

Though limited by the number of participants, this study offers new insight on several factors that increase student satisfaction with regards to support, regardless of the delivery method. These factors were instructor service and support, student attitude, auxiliary support, and course design and setup. Further exploration of these factors can help.
universities offer attractive post-secondary programs that more effectively sustain student connection and reduce the level of transactional distance. We argue that it is important for instructors to understand the best ways to support student learning in both online and face-to-face environments. This more nuanced understanding will help to “build knowledge to support the quest for equitable educational opportunity…[as well as] (re)imagine and contribute to developing what public education can and must be for today’s children, their families, and communities, and for the billions who will be inheritors of this earth” [16].
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